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This invention relates to improvements in ‘a 
child’s vtoy, morerparticularly to a novel, direc 
tion-reversible toy vehicle having in v‘combination 
therewith an- interest-maintaining "feature which 
-comprises‘a-scene-viewing opening or openings in 
the body‘ thereof'through which, ' upon operation 
of-the vehicle, aseries of pictures or ?gures-may 
~be~viewed. ' 

Y The main object of the'inventionis-to provide 
an inexpensive, durable,- attractive toy vehicle 
which may be easily operated in either direction 
byleven a-veryi-smrall child. 

Another-advantage is’the provision'of atoy 
vehicle‘which, after- continued-‘use, will'still com 
<mand-the'--attention;of the-child by‘virtue of the 
continuously changing scenefeature incorporated 

‘ therein. 

4ALfurther advantage resides in'the simplicity of 
constructionof the vehicle whereby the scene 
changing feature thereof is adapted'to be actu 
Jatedrupon movement of the vehicle, directly from 
:itstraction wheels-without intermediate energy 
rtranslating means such as- gearing, beltingor the 
like. ~ 

In the-drawings: 
--'Fig. 1 is a'perspective viewof a preferredem 

‘bodiment- of the invention; 
Fig.2 is atop view'of the toyvehicle shown 

in'liFlg. 1; 
Figs. Band 4 are, respectively, sectional side 

and end views thereof, showing in detail the 
operating mechanism; 

Figs. v5, 5a and-5b are sectional-end views of 
alternative embodiments'of the invention/illus 
trating the ‘arrangement .of portions of their op 
erating mechanisms, and 

:; Fig. 6 - is‘ a detail of- any alternative-arrangement 
of a :portion » of the I driving '‘ mechanisms ~ ‘shown 

inFigs.v 5 through ‘52) inclusive. 
‘.Referring now in detail ‘.to ‘the drawings, - I is 

'aiclosed vehicle body-of pressedrmetal, or>other 
:suitable material, having .aportionizv of its Itop 
cutaway. 
A pair ; of vtubular rails 3, vhaving their bent 

ends securely vfastened. to vthe ‘top- of- the’ vehicle, 
run lengthwise thereabove nearitheqside Iedges 
thereof and are ‘each provided _ with; asliding ring 
4 to which theendsof a pull-string 5 are fastened 
.for use when the vehicle isto-be manually oper 
ated. ‘When itis desired to reverse ‘the direc 
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tion of'the vehicle, .the child will pull’theidraw- ' 
string ‘in the opposite direction, sliding the rings 
‘4-1190 the opposite ends'of‘rails'ii. 

"respectively, eare'rotatably mounted inside ‘the 

vehicl‘ejbody I ‘ a‘dja‘centthe ‘wheels ; otthe vehicle 
andjthe ‘body, opening "2, upon axles ,8 ‘,andf?' 
journaled through ‘the vehicle'body I ,‘with their 
vaxes :of rotation 1 in ‘ the same "horizontal 'plan'e'as 
that of body openingjor Qpenings'Z. 
Aband ‘or ‘stripj9,,f'having ‘its vopposite ends 

iajste'ned to reels’?jand'?’jandbeing'wound there 
upon, is jprovidedv with ‘a series of “pictures or 
?gures ‘disposedmtherealong, "adapted to‘be viewed 
through body opening? .. 
_jTwo pairs'ofitrac?tioniwheels ‘Ill, I0’ ‘provided 

with‘rim‘s -_Ij2, jI2' arejalso rotatably mounted 'in 
side, saidjvehicle 7 body,';adja‘cent‘ theji?anges "I, '1 ' 
o'fjthe’aforesaid‘reels 6,15’, byjmean's'of aXles"I‘I, 
‘I'I’ rjourn'aled "through "vehicle ‘body I ‘and ‘sup 
ported‘ in'sl'ots , I3, *I 3 'Qpunjc‘h‘ed, or ' otherwise ‘pro 
vided therein. 
Letus now assume the vehiclefdiscl'osed iniFi'gs. 

l to ‘14 iinclusiveyis 'aboutftofbe 'operated‘inthe 
direction indicated by ‘the arrow under ‘Fig. 3. 

_ Movement "of ‘the ‘ vehicle, in the ‘ directionv indi 
cated: in Fig: 3;‘causes‘ axle I' I ‘to be moved back 
ward to ‘the'larger ‘ends; of slots 13 thereby ‘disen 
‘gaging the rolling 'frictionalcontact,which'there 
tofore ~existed ‘between the rolling .surfaces of 
'wheel' rims {1'2 , and ,the adjacent ‘surfaces 'of reel 
flanges "I. C'ontemporaneously, ‘axle ' I' I ' isv caused 
'to vbe ‘moved "backward fto the smaller ends _"Of 
slots I'3’ -so ‘that ‘the ‘rollingbsurfaces of ‘wheel 
rims I2’ are brought .into jdirecthrolling, fric 
tional contact with theti‘a‘dja'cent surfaces ‘of vreel 
‘flanges ‘1’. 

:Continued movement ‘of ‘the, vehicle will cause 
're'el‘? to b‘e'rotated‘injthejdirection' indicated and 
‘the, elongated lbjand orstrip 9 to be (unwound 
therefrom‘ and‘ to‘ bejdrawnj'pa‘st the'viewing‘open 
'ing ' or window “2, in, a ‘direction . oppositejto' that 
‘of '_ the ‘travel ;of_ithe " vehicle, {and ‘to vbe wound 
upon iree1":6"by virtue ofjtherollingjfriction ex 
isting ‘between "the contacting, :surfaces of ‘rims 
I2’ and reel ?anges 1'. 
‘,"lfhe striporjbandt maybe of any suitable 

‘material such, asjpaper,‘starcheiiflinen orv the like 
1 and offsu'chilength, as may, be ,conveniently‘ wound 
‘.unon‘the reélsi?‘or' 6’ 

The reel "?anges ‘I 'I'_ and" wheel ‘ rims ‘I 2, ' I2’ 
maybe .of any suitable “material ‘which ‘when 
"their. ?qntacti?g surfaces, ‘arerbrought. mic-rolling 
engagement will vprovide substantial ‘friction 
therebetween. ' ' e , 

, It isitd'be understood, that, ._ instead ‘ of .using'an 
elongated bandas ‘hereinbefore'described, aband 
of the continuous beltyariety maybe substituted 
therefor without’ d‘eparting‘from the spirit'of the 
-invention. 'The‘ devices 'ofiFigsJ 5 through 5b, ‘ in 
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clusive are designed for use with such bands. ‘ 
When a continuous belt band is employed it may 
be arranged over the reels 6 in any well known 
manner. 
In the embodiments of the invention shown in 

‘ Figs. 5, 5a and 5b», the viewing openings 2, instead 
of being arranged in the top of the vehicle, are 
located in the sides thereof and reels 6 are rotat 
ably mounted inside the vehicle ‘body withv their 

‘ axes ofv rotation in-a'vertical'plane correspond 
ing to that of the openings 2. In these embodi 
ments, the driving power for the reels 6 is pro- '- ' 
vided by having the traction surfaces of the wheel 
rims I2 continuously, frictionally engage the 
lower ?anges of reels 6, near their outer edges, .at 
an angle approximately 90° to that of their’ re‘ 
spective axes of rotation. In these embodiments 
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it is unnecessary to employ the type of body slots , 
heretofore described; it is sufficient to journal the 
axles I! through the vehicle body in the usual 
manner, such as at points I4. With this ar 
rangement, the direction of picture band move 
ment will, of course, be the same as that of the 
vehicle. However, the more normal, and per 
haps more desirable arrangement from the stand 
point of relative movement, would be to have the 
picture band move'in opposite direction to that 
of the vehicle, in which case the body slots here 
tofore described are to be employed. " 
In Fig. 5, two separate independently operated 

‘pairs of reels Band 6' (only one of each pair 
is shown) are mounted within the vehicle body 
adjacent either side wall thereof at such loca 
tions that continuous bands 9’ and 9" carried 
thereby may be drawn past and the pictures or 
?gures thereon viewed through openings or win 
dows 2'. and 2". 
The device disclosed in Fig. 5a is similar in 

operation’ to that shown inFig. 5, except that 
only one pair of reels is employed to carry a 
single picture band 9 past an opening or window 2. 
In the device of Fig. 5a, a pair of axles l I (only 

one is shown) are so mounted within the vehicle 
body, at either end thereof, that only one wheel 
of either the front orv back pair of wheels can 
be brought into operative, frictional, rolling con 
tact with lower ?anges ‘l of either the'front'or 
rear reels 6 to effect rotation thereof, upon move 
ment of the vehicle. . 
The device shown in Fig. 5b is similar to that 

shown in Fig. 5a, except that each of a single pair 
of reels (one is shown) is divided to accommodate 
a pair of continuous strips 9', 9", one of which 
is adapted to be viewed through an opening 2'. in 
the upper portion of one side of the‘vehicle body 
while the other may be viewed through a similar 
opening 2"‘in the lower portion of the other side 
of the vehicle body. The device shown in Fig. 5b 
is otherwise identical in operation with the ('13-, 
vice shown in Fig. 5a. _ 

Figure 6 is a detail of an'arrangement wherein 
a portion of the outer, contacting edge of ?anges 
1, when utilized in devices of the types disclosed 
in Figs. 5 through 5b, is recessed to accommodate ~ 
the contours of a driving wheel 
arcuate in cross-section. \ . 

As heretofore indicated, this invention is not 
intended to be limited to a manually operated toy 
vehicle as herein described and illustrated, but it 
may be advantageously embodied in other me 
chanically or electrically operated toy vehicles 
such as toy trains or the like. . _ _ 

It is also to be noted that as an alternative to 

rim which is 

the‘ embodiment disclosed in Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive, . 1 
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the reels 6,6’ may be made unitary with the 7B 

4 
vehicle wheels if the latter are of suf?cient diam 
eter, i. e., the wheels may be used in lieu of and 
comprise the ?anges of the reels, thereby dis 
pensing with the rolling friction drive arrange 
ment. In all other respects the operation of the 
vehicle would be the same as heretofore described. 

I claim: 
1. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to be operated , 

reward 01"baskward.rcgmprismgl . . 
' having at l‘ea’stione viewing lapert'ureltherein, axle 

‘f ‘closed body 

support means arranged at each end of said body, 
front and rear wheels carried by said axle sup 
ports, at least one ?anged reel mounted within 
each end of said body, adjacent said front and 
rear wheels, means including said axle supports 
forcausing at least one wheel and reel at one 
end of said body to be brought into frictional 
,drivingengagament and for causing at least one 
wheel and reel at the other end of the body to 
be disengaged, depending on the direction (of ve 
hicle movement, and a band “carried by saidreels, 
whereby operation'of said vehicle causes move 
ment of said band past a viewing aperture. , . 

2. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to be operated 
forward or backward ‘comprising a closedlb'ody 
having a viewing aperture in the top thereof, axle 
support means arranged at each end of said :body, 
front and rearwheels carried by said axle sup 
ports, a ?anged reel. mounted within each end 
of said body, adjacent said front and rear wheels, 
means including said axle supports for-causing 
the wheels and reel at one end of said body to be 
brought into frictional driving engagement and 
for causing the wheels and reel at the other end 
of the body to bedisengaged, depending'on the 
direction of vehicle movement, and a band of sub 
stantial length carried by said reels, whereby op 
eration of said vehicle causes movement of said 
band past the viewing aperture. , 

3. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to operate 
forward. or backward comprising a body, axles 
at each end of the body, front and rear wheels 
carried by said axles, respectively, at least two 
reels mounted on said body, a band carried by 
said reels, means including said axles for causing 
at least one reel to be, placed in drivingconnec 
tion with one wheel and for causing the other 
reel to be disconnected from driving connection 
with another wheel, depending on the direction 
of vehicle movement. ‘ - I I 

4. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to operate 
forward orrbackward comprising a body, axles 
at each end of the body, frontand rearwheels 
carried by said ‘axles, respectively, a'movable 
display mechanism mounted on said _body,;?rst 
and second driving means for said display mech 
anism, means for causing said ?rst driving means 
to be operatively connected to the display mech 
anism and the seconddriving means'disconnect 
ed from the display mechanism when the vehicle 
is moved forward, and the second driving means 
operatively connected to the display mechanism 
‘and the ?rsttdriving means disconnected from 
the display‘mechanism when the vehicle is 
moved backward. 7 I ' 

5._A Wheeled toy vehicle adapted tofoperate 
forward and backward comprising a body, at 
least two reels mounted on said body, a band 
carried by said reels, wheel means for support 
ing the body means for causing said wheel means 
to be operatively connected to one of said reels 
Vtocause rotation of said reel when the vehicle is 
:moving in one ofv said directionsand'for caus 
ing said wheel means to be disconnected from 
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said reel when the vehicle is moving in the other 
of its said directions. 

6. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to operate 
forward and backward comprising a body, a mov 
able display mechanism including at least one 
reel, wheel means for supporting the body, means 
for causing said wheel means to be operatively 
connected to said reel to cause rotation there 
of when the vehicle is moving in one of said di 
rections and for causing said wheel means to be 
disconnected from said reel when the vehicle is 
moving in the other of its directions. 

'7. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to operate 
forward or backward comprising a body, axles 
supported by said body at each end thereof, front 
and rear pairs of wheels carried by said axles, 
respectively, a reel mounted on said body at each 
end thereof, a band carried by said reels, said 
axles being mounted in slots for movement lon 
gitudinally of the body, the slots being so posi 
tioned relative to said reels that on movement of 
the vehicle in one of its directions the axle for one 
of the said pairs of wheels moves to a position in 
the slots in which it is mounted so that at least 
one of the wheels carried thereby is brought into 
frictional driving engagement with one of said 
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reels, while the other axle moves to a position I 
in the Slots in which it is mounted so that the 
wheels carried thereby are out of frictional driv 
ing engagement with the other of said reels. 

8. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to operate 
forward or backward comprising a body, axles at 
each end of said body, front and rear wheels car 
ried by said axles, respectively, two reels mounted 
on said body, a band carried by said reels, said 
reels being operatively connected to at least one 
of said front and rear wheels, respectively, said 
axles being so mounted for movement logitudi 
nally of the?body that when the vehicle is moved 
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in either direction an operative connection is 
established between one reel and a wheel carried 
by one axle while the operative connection be~ 
tween the other reel and the wheels carried by 
the other axle is interrupted. 

9. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to operate 
forward or backward comprising a body, axles at 
each end of said body, front and rear wheels car 
ried by said axles, said axles being movable rel 
ative to the body and longitudinally thereof, a 
movable display mechanism mounted on said 
body, ?rst and second driving means for driving 
said display mechanism in opposite directions, 
said ?rst and second driving means being opera 
tive or inoperative according to the position of 
said axles relative to the body, and means for 
causing one of said driving means to be operative 
to drive said display mechanism and the other 
driving means to be inoperative, depending on 
the direction of movement of the vehicle. 

10. A wheeled toy vehicle adapted to operate 
forward or backward comprising a body, a dis 
play mechanism movable in opposite directions 
and including at least one reel, at least one axle 
carried by the body, Wheel means mounted on 
said axle for supporting the body, said axle being 
mounted for free movement relative to the body 
and longitudinally thereof, so that it assumes one 
position relative to the body when the vehicle 
is moving in one of its directions and another 
position relative to the body when the vehicle 
is moving in the other of its directions, means for 
causing said wheel means to be operatively con 
nected to said reel to cause rotation thereof when 
the axle is in one position relative to the body 
and for causing said wheel means to be discon 
nected from said reel when the axle is in an 
other position relative to the body. 

NEDRA KINGSON. 


